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Mankirdia/Birhor: An Introduction
The Mankirdia/Birhor are a semi nomadic and hunter-gatherer group of people originated from
the Kolarian source like the Mundas, Santals, Hos and Bhuiyans. They call themselves Birhor
(the man of forest) but locally other people call them ‘Mankidi’ in the district of Kalahandi and
Sundargarh and ‘Mankirdia’ in Mayurbhanj and Sambalpur district as the community are fond
of eating monkey meat, The community was also being identified as a Particularly Vulnerable
Tribal Group (PVTG) for developmental purpose in Odisha and both the community ‘Birhor’
and ‘Mankirdia’ are in the list of PVTG during the 6th and 7th five year plan respectively but
technically they are the same community and they identified themselves as ‘Birhore’.
The Chota-Nagpur plateau is said to be their place of origin. Currently they are found in
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and they might have
migrated to different parts in Odisha from Chota-Nagpur plateau and traditionally they wander
in forests in small bands and lives in temporary settlement and lives the life of nomads and
move from place to place in the district of Angul, Balasore, Deogarh, Dhenkanal, Jaipur,
Keonjhar, Mayurbhanj, Sundergarh and Sambhalpur, but presently they were settled in nine
villages1 in Mayurbhanj and some more villages in Balasore and Keonjhar districts. The micro
-project namely Hill-Kharia and Mankirdia Development Agency2, Jasipur, covers only two
Birhor/Mankirdia villages3 coming under the Karanjia ITDA in Mayurbhanj district.
Table: 1.1. Demography
Population
SI. No

Name of the Tribe

Total

Male

Female

1

Birhor

596

289

307

2

Mankidi

31

12

19

3

Mankirdia

2222

1144

1078

2849

1445

1404

Total

Source: 2011 census (the figure represents the total population of the tribe in the state)

1

Refer annexure 1
Estabilished in the year 1986-87
3
Durdura village of Jasipur block and Kendumundi village of Karanjia block
2
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Livelihood: Collection of Siali fibres (Bauhinia vahlii)
The community traditional occupation is collection of siali fibres [Fibres: The fibres may be
classified into three categories, namely (a) soft fibres like jute and flax which are derived from
base of stems, (b) hard fibres collected from leaves of Manila hemps and sisal and (c) surface
fibres collected from the surface of stems, leaves and seeds like cotton, siali (Bauhinia Vahlii)
is one among the trees which gives fibres from the stems] for a period of 9 months around the
year mainly from similipal RF in Mayurbhanj and during the summer season some of them
also move to Nilgiri RF forest range in Balasore and Hadgarh RF in Keonjhar and the rainy
season is usually avoided for harvesting siali fibres as they find limited scope for collection
and for the rest of the 8-9 months they usually collect the fibres in two different ways sometime
they went inside the forest for about 3-4 days and stayed inside the forest in temporary shelter
in nearby villages, In this process the quantity of collection of fibres varies from 20-30 kg per
person depending on the availability and they move twice in a month for collection in this
process and the another process of collecting fibres is where they move inside the forest but
return by evening of the same day without staying and the quantity for collection varies from
2-3 kg per person and in this process they move inside the forest 7-8 days in a month.
It was found during the consultation4 that almost all of the families in nine villages are having
no agricultural land so they do not have any other major source of livelihood and the collection
of siali fibres [Life supporting Plant Species (LSPS)] is the lifeline for their livelihood but due
to restriction to access the forest for collection of siali leaf and diminishing market demands
for siali ropes due to easily availability of plastic and nylon ropes in local market badly effects
their economy but however they have some of the minor source of livelihood like daily wage
labour and others.
The Siali fibres got a huge market potential but due to the use of very basic traditional use and
processing methods the final product made of the fibres lost its marketability.
The Historical Forest Rights Act-2006 recognise the right of ownership, access to collect, use,
and dispose of minor forest produce which has been traditionally collected within or outside
village boundaries under the section 3(1)(c) and the “Minor Forest Produce” as defined under
Forest Rights Act ‘Includes all non-timber forest produce of plant origin’, under this definition
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Mankirdia/Birhor traditional leaders consultation on habitat rights under Forest Rights Act
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siali fibres qualifies to be considered as MFP, so now the sustainable collection, use and dispose
of the fibre is not illegal anymore even inside the protected forest like Similipal RF.
Traditional Leaders Consultation: Habitat Rights under FRA
The District Level Committee (DLC) of Mayurbhanj District in the process of ensuring that
Mankirdia/Birhor PVTGs in the District receive habitat rights as mentioned under rule 12(b)(1)
of the Forest Rights Act (FRA) organize village level consultation with the concern traditional
institutional Leaders in all nine settlements of the community , the consultation was organized
with support from Integrated Tribal Development Department (ITDA), Hill Khadia

&

Mankirdia Development Agency, Jasipur and in technical collaboration with Vasundhara5 and
Gram Swaraj6
The objective of the consultation is to create awareness on the provision of Habitat Right under
FRA among the community and to consult with the traditional leaders7 to identify the nature
and extent of habitat, forest resources dependency, cultural places and their various clan group
and also to share the post consultation process of habitat rights claims filing at the concerned
Gram Sabhas.
Prior to this consultation a pilot study has also been undertaken with two Mankirdia/Birhor
villages8 to understand the nature of forest rights as the community are semi-nomadic in nature
and also to identify their settlements. During this pilot study we have also interacted with the
ITDA staff and local NGO.
The findings of the pilot study reveals the community is uniformly spread across nine villages9
in the fringe of the Similipal Forest in six blocks10 of the Mayurbhanj District. So it was decided
with the DLC members and the community elders to organize village level traditional leader’s
consultation separately for all nine villages in order to ensure proper participation.
The DLC then issued letter citing rule 12(b) (1) of the act to the Traditional leaders of all the
nine villages inviting them to participate in the consultation.11 The Nine consultations was

5

A NGO based in Bhubaneswar, Odisha
A local NGO based in Baripada, Mayurbhanj, Odisha
7
Majhi Hedam & Naike hedam is their traditional leaders at village level
8
Durdura & Kendumundi
9
Refer annexure 1
10
Refer annexure 4
11
Refer annexure 2
6
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Organized during the period starting from 25th to 30th of December 2015 at their respective
villages.
Consultation findings
During the consultation apart from awareness building on provisions of habitat rights under
FRA and other clarification, informations regarding the following has also been collected:


Name of the Traditional Leaders: Majhi Hedam, Naike Hedam and dakua



Major forest produces: Siali Fibres, and few uncultivated forest food like several tubers
green leafy vegetables, fire wood, sal leaf, siali leaf and mushrooms.



Name of the Major water sources



The process of sustainable Siali harvesting, quantity of harvesting and other details
regarding the selling and processing of siali fibres.



Name of the hill tracts where they move to harvest siali fibres.

The community also reveals that there are few more Mankirdia/ Birhore villages in Balasore
and Keonjhar district.
The community in all the nine settlements has agreed to jointly claim for their larger habitat
and also agreed to start the process by filling of claim at village level gram sabha.
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Annexure-1
Mankirdia Villages
1. Durdura (Jasipur)
2. Kendumundi (Karanjia)
3. Mahalibasa (Khunta)
4. Dengam (Khunta)
5. Baliposhi (Kaptipada)
6. Uthanisahi (Kaptipada)
7. Chattani (Bisoi)
8. Amdali (Samakhunta)
9. Rangamatia(sarat) (Kaptipada)
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Annexure – 2- letter issued by the ITDA
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Annexure-3 – Some of the product made from Siali fibres by the mankirdia community of
Mayurbhanj district
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Annexure – 4- Location of Mankirdia Villages in Mayurbhanj (prepared by Majoj Dehuri)
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